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and conquests from the East and the West, and to shift-
ing of population within its confines. This has led to an
intermixture of populations which makes it impossible
to draw any hard and fast racial lines. According to Sir
Charles Eliot (1) [for this and succeeding quotations,
consult references at end of chapter], the politico-geo-
graphical and the physical tests for racial classification
are unsatisfactory. " A third and very important method
of classifying mankind is based upon their languages,1
aDr. Mary Mills Patrick lias prepared for me the following lucid
explanation regarding tlie influence of language upon race.—E. G. M,
" There was never a land richer in languages than the Near East.
Here the student of philology finds fruitful fields of investigation, and
abundant opportunity for practical study. An Oriental scholar in passing
over the bridge across the Golden Horn, on one occasion, distinguished
twenty-two different languages and dialects even in that short distance.
"Of the Mohammedan races, the Arabs, Kurds, Albanians, and Turks
all speak different tongues. Of these the Arabic and Turkish bear the
greatest resemblance to each other. Turkish is a Turanian language—
Ural Altaic, and unlike any other language familiar to us has borrowed
heavily both from Semitic and Aryan sources; namely from Arabic and
Persian. The alphabet used in Turkish is Arabic, so difficult of acqui-
sition that children are said to lose upwards of a year of time in. learn-
ing it above that necessary in conquering easier alphabets. Even should
they be taught to read by the sight method, a knowledge of the changing
value of the letters is essential, especially as the alphabet contains prac-
tically no vowels. All the metaphysical and emotional words in Turkish
are Arabic or Persian, from which languages Turkish has greatly in-
creased its abstract and aesthetic possibilities.
"The Turkish language is very beautiful. A skillful use of its verbs,
participles, and gerunds can produce shades of meaning peculiar to the
subtle atmosphere of the East, and almost unknown in the direct thought
of Western lands. Isolated words, even, have the power to create this
atmosphere of subtlety, and occur often to the mind of the Westerner
familiar with the Turkish language, as an illuminating mechanism of
thought, capable of creating nuances before unknown to Ixim. Turkish
furnishes, furthermore, a fine medium of expression for the ever-present
humor of the Turkish people. A shrug of the shoulders and the repeating of
some familiar expression, will convulse a Turkish company with a sense
of extreme but quiet humor.
"Turkish is the official language of Turkey, although the Koran and
many other religious and legal works are written in Arabic. In towns and
villages where Turks, Greeks, Armenians, and Jews live side by side in
adjoining houses or adjacent quarters, Turkish would be the common
language of traffic. An extremely small vocabulary, however, suffices
for that purpose, and the non-Turkish population, with the exception, of
men of affairs, are practically unable to read Turkish or to express

